Strategy on how to optimise the links to other initiatives

This strategy provides an overview of the current status of the other relevant
European initiatives. It also analyses how to optimise the link to them to ensure that:
•
•

the project contributes in an optimal way to the objectives of the key European
initiatives
the project profits from them (e.g. by combining events, by using documents and
tools developed, incorporating the lessons learnt), thereby maximising the impact
of European support.

The following initiatives are included in this report:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Covenant of Mayors
European Technical Assistance Facilities and European funding initiatives
ManagEnergy
EUSEW
European Performance Contracting Campaign
GreenLight Programme of the EC
Cooperation with European networks
Related IEE projects

Main cooperation mechanisms include
•
•

•

establishing personal contacts to key actors, informing them about the project, its
objectives and activities
using the European events organised within this project (webinars, European
ESCO round-table, international conference, dedicated meetings) by inviting key
actors as speakers and participants
presenting the project, its objectives and outputs at events organised by other
actors as well as in newsletters, websites and other dissemination channels
offered by relevant networks and organisations

The following tables list important initiatives and how Streetlight-EPC could
cooperate with them.

Covenant of Mayors (CoM)
The CoM is the mainstream European movement involving local and regional authorities,
voluntarily committing to increasing energy efficiency and use of renewable energy sources
on their territories. By their commitment, Covenant signatories aim to meet and exceed the
European Union 20% CO2 reduction objective by 2020.
Current action/priorities relevant for Streetlight-EPC:
From 2014 onwards, the initiative will focus on the actual implementation of the municipal
Sustainable Energy Action Plans (SEAPs) rather than on gaining more signatories as such.
Another change in this 3rd period is that the role of energy agencies is now officially
recognised and they can now also sign a pledge document. There is a dedicated corner on
the CoM website with a login access.
Most signatory municipalities have street lighting refurbishment as a key action inscribed in
their SEAP, but in the context of the economic crisis and public budgetary constraints, they
lack the funds to implement the action. Thus the deliverables of the Streetlight-EPC project,
with their focus on innovative financing solutions, will be very useful to them. Likewise,
Streetlight-EPC can profit from existing SEAPs to identify candidate projects.
Cooperation possibilities:
Streetlight-EPC is in an excellent strategic position to cooperate with the CoM initiative as
FEDARENE is part of the team supporting the CoM, several of the partner cities are CoM
signatory cities and 2 of the partner agencies have signed the pledge document.
•

Present Streetlight-EPC to CoM signatories in 2 webinars (as foreseen in the work
programme)

•

Publish Streetlight-EPC materials on the CoM website (for partners with an online
profile). These documents can include:


tools (e.g. quick-check, step-by-step guides, FAQs)



project examples (as Benchmarks of Excellence)



events (by submitting proposals to the Calendar online)



the policy recommendations developed at the end of the project (which will include
proposals in regards to the Sustainable Energy Action Plans)


•

proposals for interviews with Streetlight-EPC decision-makers

Submit proposals for articles to be published in CoM e-newsletters (this will be done by
FEDARENE)
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•

Aim for retweets from the COM Twitter account of FEDARENE Streetlight-EPC related
tweets, notably by mentioning @eumayors in FEDARENE tweets

Main responsibility: FEDARENE
Update September 2015:
•

A Streetlight-EPC webinar for CoM signatories will be held on 26 November 2015. It
targets the Spanish-speaking CoM community as this is the second largest number of
signatory cities and the activities of the Spanish project partners offer a good opportunity
to trigger follower projects. The programme was developed in cooperation with the COM
office. It will present the Santander streetlight project as well as those of the 3 other
signatories. The webinar is being promoted by FEDARENE, the Spanish project partners
and the COM office.

•

FEDARENE published a respective text under "Benchmark of Excellence (BoE)" under
its supporter profile.

•

Articles were published on the CoM homepage/news on 20 February 2015 and 29 July
2015 and in the CoM Facebook page on 25 February 2015 (“1,068 people reached”).

•

Streetlight-EPC Guide, Checklist, FAQs were published on Funding Instruments/Public
Lighting section of CoM website.

•

An article featured in the September 2015 CoM e-newsletter (received by about 8,000
CoM contacts)

•

In the coming months, further action will follow.

European Technical Assistance Facilities and European funding initiatives
•

ELENA
The European Local Energy Assistance, is run by the EIB and is funded through the EC’s
former Intelligent Energy Europe programme until the budget is used up. All project
countries, and street lighting, are eligible. It covers up to 90% of the technical support
(feasibility and market studies, programme structuring, energy audits and tendering
procedure preparation) cost needed to prepare, implement and finance energy efficiency
and renewable energy investment projects of over € 30 M. Small projects can be
supported when they are grouped into larger investment programmes. The objective is
that solid business and technical plans will help attract funding from private banks and
other sources, including the EIB. However, financial assistance under this facility will not
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be used for Investment Programmes that can be better supported by other similar EU
funds and facilities, including Cohesion and Structural Funds. Moreover, the support is
conditional to mobilised investments of a leverage factor of at least 20, or has to be
reimbursed.
•

JESSICA
The Joint European Support for Sustainable Investment in City Areas, is an initiative of
the EC developed in co-operation with the European Investment Bank (EIB) and the
Council of Europe Development Bank. EU countries can choose to invest some of their
EU Structural Fund allocations in revolving funds to help recycle financial resources to
accelerate investments in public-private partnerships towards projects forming part of an
integrated plan for sustainable urban development. These investments can take the form
of equity, loans and/or guarantees, and are delivered to projects via Urban Development
Funds and, if required, Holding Funds.

•

PDA (H2020)
The "Project Development Assistance" (formerly called "MLEI") of the Horizon 2020, Call
EE20, complements ELENA (deadline June 2015). It is provided to public and private
project promoters and should lead to innovative, bankable and aggregated sustainable
energy investment schemes and projects of 650 million Euro. The support is conditional
to mobilised investments of a leverage factor of at least 15, or has to be reimbursed.

•

ESIF
The European Structural and Investment Funds (2014-2020) are managed by DG
Regional and Urban Policy. Under the ERDF (European Regional Development Fund) of
the ESIF, in more developed and transition regions, at least 20 % of total ERDF
resources at national level should be allocated to the low-carbon economy, energy
efficiency and renewable energy. For less developed regions, it is 6 %. The maximum cofinancing rates will be 75-85 % in less developed regions, 60 % in transition regions and
50 % in more developed regions. The Guidance to Desk Officers states "possible area of
support is public lighting. Investments should be based on integrated low-carbon
strategies/sustainable energy action plans for urban areas and subject to compliance with
the regulatory framework. Financial instruments are likely to be the most suitable
alternative" (Draft Thematic Guidance Fiche for Desk Officers Energy Efficiency
Investments Version 2 - 06/02/2014)

•

EEEF
The European Energy Efficiency Fund is a public-private partnership "société
d’investissement à capital variable" initiated by the EC in cooperation with the EIB. The
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Deutsche Bank acts as the Fund’s Investment Manager. Beneficiaries are municipal,
local and regional authorities (EU28 countries) as well as public and private entities
acting on behalf of those authorities such as energy service companies, utilities, public
transportation providers, social housing associations, etc. The EEEF can pursue two
types of investments:
- Direct Investments: projects from project developers, ESCOs, small scale renewable
energy and energy efficiency service and supply companies that serve energy efficiency
and renewable energy markets in the target countries.
- Investments into Financial Institutions.
The minimum project size is € 5 M. EEEF can invest up to € 25 M but can also co-invest
in projects of more than € 25 M.
An EEEF investment is generally not possible if the project receives subsidies from other
EU programmes (Structural Funds, Cohesion Funds, etc.)
Current action relevant for Streetlight-EPC:
•

ELENA Energy efficiency street lighting project in Poland (2014-2016)

•

JESSICA project example: Public Lightning Replacement in Ponferrada (Spain)

•

MLEIs in Alto Minho (Portugal), Teramo (Italy), Torino/Piemonte (Italy), Zagreb (Croatia)

•

EEEF for upgrading 73% of the City of Venlo’s (Netherlands) street lighting [see here]

•

ERDF use for Smithfield regeneration, including street lighting, Dublin (Ireland) [see here]

•

Rural Development Programme (DG AGRI): Solar lamps in Golina, Poland [see here]

Cooperation possibilities:
•

Establish personal contacts to key actors within these programmes and inform them
about the project and its objectives

•

Invite speakers from the EIB/Deutsche Bank/European Commission to present their
funding opportunities in the Streetlight-EPC webinars respectively the European
dissemination events.

•

Establish contacts to project developers with funding experience with the a.m. European
initiatives and aim to learn from their experiences

•

Proactively follow the developments within these funding initiatives and be ready to
provide concrete information and support to any of EPC project to be realised as a part of
the project.

Main responsibility: REGEA, FEDARENE, ESV
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Update September 2015:
•

REGEA presented updated information at project meetings on the different initiatives and
provided specific advice to project partners.

•

REGEA submitted an ELENA EIB application for the refurbishment of the streetlight
system of 64 municipalities ("Newlight") and is in the process of signing a respective
agreement. The objective of the project is to develop all technical documentation needed
for modernisation of the streetlight systems of these municipalities.

•

Streetlight-EPC printed Guides and Checklists were distributed at the
EASME/ManagEnergy workshop on innovative financing for energy efficiency and
renewables on 28 April 2015, Brussels which was attended by a good number of actors
from the financing sector.

•

The EEEF contact person at the Deutsche Bank (E. Agababyan) was contacted to
enquire about future re-opening of the EEEF Technical Facility (project assistance).

ManagEnergy (ending in March 2015 – extended to December 2015)
ManagEnergy is the technical support initiative of the Intelligent Energy Europe (IEE)
programme of the European Commission which aims to assist actors from the public sector
and their advisers working on energy efficiency and renewable energy at the local and
regional level.
Current action/priorities relevant for Streetlight-EPC:
The calendar and topics of remaining Networking Events & Capacity Building Workshops are
already finalised.
Cooperation possibilities:
•

Present Streetlight-EPC during the Energy Agency Directors’ networking meeting,
EUSEW 2014

•

Submit Streetlight-EPC events to the Calendar section

•

Publish articles in ManagEnergy e-newsletters (this will be done by FEDARENE)

•

Aim for retweets from the ManagEnergy Twitter account of FEDARENE Streetlight-EPC
related tweets, notably by mentioning @EU_Managenergy in FEDARENE tweets.
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Main responsibility: FEDARENE
Update September 2015:
•

Streetlight-EPC Guide, Checklist, FAQs were published in Financing/Documents section:
www.managenergy.net/financial/documents#.VgV3apco_Lk

•

News articles were published on homepage on 24 February 2015 and 23 September
2015.

•

The information on the first Streetlight-EPC webinar is available on the ManagEnergy
website www.managenergy.net/events/day/26-11-2015#.VgVZVpco_Lk

•

The project was presented at the ManagEnergy Energy Agency Directors Meeting 24-25
June 2014 by the project coordinator

•

ESS carried out a ManagEnergy information event which focused on EPC and street
lighting in December 2014.

•

BAPE published a presentation at a ManagEnergy event in Warsaw.

EUSEW
The EU Sustainable Energy Week (EUSEW), an initiative of the EC, is coordinated by the
EASME and DG Energy. It showcases activities dedicated to energy efficiency and
renewable energy solutions through ‘Energy Days’ (seminars, workshops) organised in
Brussels and other European cities.
Cooperation possibilities:
•

present the project during an Energy Agency Directors meeting (should that be
scheduled)

•

consider organising some of the European events (e.g. network meetings, European
ESCO round-table) during the EUSEW

•

consider submitting realised streetlight-EPC projects to the EUSEW Awards

Main responsibility: FEDARENE
Update September 2015:
•

The project was presented during the EUSEW 2014 (at the ManagEnergy Energy
Agency Directors Meeting by the project coordinator)
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European Performance Contracting Campaign – EPCC (closed)
DG Energy, in cooperation with the EIB's PPP expertise centre called EPEC (for the national
level), ManagEnergy Initiative (for the regional level) and the Covenant of Mayors (for the
local level), launched an EU-Energy Performance Contracting Campaign to support Member
States and market actors with rolling out a functioning energy services market. The
campaign consisted of country-specific and targeted capacity buildings seminars.
Current action/priorities:
The campaign has ended.
Cooperation possibilities:
•

Aim to involve EPEC in some of the European dissemination activities (e.g. European
ESCO Roundtable, International Conference, network meetings) in order to profit from
the findings

Main responsibility: FEDARENE, ESV
Update September 2015:
•

The Streetlight-EPC Guide, Checklist, FAQs were published in EU section of the EPCC
website https://ec.europa.eu/energy/intelligent/in-action/energy-performancecontracting/european-union_en.htm

GreenLight Programme
The GreenLight Programme of the EC is managed by the Joint Research Centre. Since
2000, the voluntary initiative encourages non-residential electricity consumers (public and
private – called ‘Partners’) to commit towards the EC to install energy-efficient lighting. The
core of the programme is a registration form, signed by the Partner and the Commission,
stating the Partner’s commitments. So far, the programme has nearly 800 partners and
nearly 300 endorsers (lighting professionals)
Current action/priorities:
The EC does not provide funds for the lighting upgrades but technical assistance and public
recognition (plaques on buildings, advertisements, use of the logo, awards, etc.).
Cooperation possibilities:
•

aiming to publish Streetlight-EPC project and events on the initiative website

•

encouraging project partners to submit realised projects to the GreenLight Programme
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Awards
Main responsibility: FEDARENE

Cooperation with European networks
European associations are important multipliers for the project results as they have privileged
access to thousands of relevant actors, including cities, ESCOs and lighting professionals.
Relevant networks include:
•

Energy Cities - representing 1,000 European local authorities in 30 countries

•

Climate Alliance - representing 1,600 municipalities, provinces, NGOs in 20 European
countries

•

Eurocities - representing 130 of Europe's largest cities in 35 countries

•

eu.ESCO - the European Association of Energy Service Companies

•

EFIEES – European Federation of Intelligent Energy Efficiency Services

•

Lighting Europe - representing the lighting industry in Europe

•

LUCI - the international association on urban lighting

Cooperation possibilities:
•

invite selected representatives to networking meetings

•

involve network representatives as speakers and participants in the European event
(European ESCO round-table, International Conference, Webinars)

•

be available as speakers for events organised by these networks and the provision of
inputs for their newsletters/websites/Twitters

•

disseminate project publications to these networks

•

encourage project partners which are members of this network to proactively share their
experiences within the respective networks

Main responsibility: FEDARENE, ESV, WP leaders
Update September 2015:
•

the EU networks were informed about the project via a dedicated mailing by FEDARENE

•

a first meeting was held with eu.ESCO by the project coordinator
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Related IEE and INTERREG IVB projects
Cooperating with other IEE projects in the same field has two clear benefits for the project:
firstly, Streetlight-EPC can build upon the results and lessons learnt from these projects.
Secondly, it can also provide valuable input into on-going projects and thereby increase the
uptake of its results and experiences. The fact that in most of the other IEE projects there is
at least one partner that is also represented in Streetlight-EPC will ensure smooth
cooperation.
Project

Period

EESI (and its

2013-

predecessors)

2016

Joint

Main outputs of interest

Method of cooperation

partners

for Streetlight-EPC

REGEA

Experiences with

Presentations at Working

facilitation

Session and at project

Facilitation Guide

meetings
Translation of Facilitation Guide

Transparense

2013-

ESCAN

2015
Buy Smart+

PRIMES

Codes of Conduct for

Presentations at Working

ESCOs, ESCO market

Session and at project

overview

meetings

2012-

ESV,

Establish green

Use materials and lessons

2015

REGEA,

procurement helpdesks,

learnt

ESS

training of purchasers

2013-

Procurement in

Use materials and lessons

2016

municipalities focusing on

learnt

energy efficient solutions
PROCA

2014-

BAPE

2017
EPC+
MLEI ZAGEE

ESCAN
20132016

REGEA

Green Public

Provide input from Streetlight-

Procurement in SEAPs

EPC results

EPC Plaform and

Provide input from Streetlight-

dissemination

EPC results

Streetlight refurbishment

Use lessons learnt, provide

in the City of Zagreb

input from Streetlight-EPC
results

MLEI PARIDE

2012-

Technical assistance to

Use lessons learnt, provide

2015

47 municipalities on

input from Streetlight-EPC

streetlighting EPC

result

MLEI 2020

2014-

Tendering energy

Use lessons learnt, provide

TOGETHER

2016

efficiency investments in

input from Streetlight-EPC

Torino and Piemonte

result
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MLEI GLEE

2014-

Project assistance to 10

Use lessons learnt, provide

AM

2017

municipalities of Alto

input from Streetlight-EPC

Minho (P) for buildings

result

and street lighting-EPC
BLISS (North-

2009-

Better Lighting In

Use materials and lessons

West Europe

2014

Sustainable Streets

learnt

CombinES

2012-

Combining energy

Use materials and lessons

(Central

2014

services with subsidy

learnt

programme)

Europe

schemes to finance

programme)

energy efficiency

Main responsibility: FEDARENE, ESV, WP leaders
Update September 2015:
•
•

•

News article and link to Streetlight-EPC published on EESI2020 project website
Streetlight-EPC Guide, Checklist, FAQs published in EU section of the EPCC website
https://ec.europa.eu/energy/intelligent/in-action/energy-performancecontracting/european-union_en.htm along with other IEE project deliverables
A link was made to relevant new EU projects (Horizon 2020 programme):
o EPC+: project partner Escan is also partner in this project and presented it during the
city working visit in Santander.
o EnPC-INTRANS
o Trust-EPC-South
o CITYnvest
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